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CONVENTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

.Conventions. 
 

In suffixes: 

 

 ( )  to show the buffer letter which may precede     as in   -(y)ici, -(s)i 

 ( )  to show the vowel which is omitted after vowel ending words  -(i)m, -(i)k 

 /  to show the consonant change which may occur   -c/çi, -g/ken 

 2f/4f  to show the type of vowel harmony       -g/ken 2f, -c/çi 4f 

 

In words: 

 

 _  to show long vowels         mavi, mimar 

 /  to show consonant changes in root words     kitap/bı, ağaç/cı 

 

.Abbreviations. 

 

 eg  exempli gratia (= for example) 

 ie  id est  (= that is)  

 lit  literally  

 sb somebody 

 sth something 

 n noun 

 adj adjective 

 v verb 

 adv adverb 

 tr transitive  

 intr intransitive 
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 SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION GUIDE 

 

.1  Alphabet . 

        
The Turkish alphabet 'alfabe’ is composed of twenty-nine letters: twenty-one consonants and eight vowels.  

The vowels are highlighted in bold in the chart below.    

   Letter Name Pronunciation Example words 

A a a   u as in cup abece ABC/ABCs 

B    b be b as in but baba father 

C    c ce j as in jam  baca chimney 

Ç    ç çe ch as in rich çaba effort 

D    d de d as in desk ada island 

E e e e as in bed dede grandfather 

F     f fe f as in fa (sol-fa) fa fa  

G   g ge g as in gate gece night 

 Ğ  ğ yumuşak ge  (see also next page)                                                              dağ             mountain 

H    h he h as in happy hedef target (n) 

  I     ı ı                   (see also next page)     ılı get tepid 

 İ     i i i as in sit gibi like (prep) 

J     j je s as in measure bagaj boot/trunk 

K    k ke c as in cat kedi cat 

L    l le l as in land lehçe dialect 

M   m me m as in man mama baby foot 

N   n ne n as in number nine grandmother 

O   o o                  (see also next page)    mor purple 

P    p pe p as in panther panter panther 

Ö   ö ö                  (see also next page)    öl die (v) 

R    r re r as in ready resim picture (n) 

S    s se s as in sun ses sound, voice 

Ş    ş şe sh’s as in shish kebab şiş kebap shish kebab 

T    t te t as in taste tat taste (n) 

U    u u u as in put ucuz cheap 

Ü ü ü                  (see also next page)    üç three 

V    v ve v as in very vakit time 

Y    y ye y as in yes yaya pedestrian 

Z z ze z as in zone zelzele earthquake 
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  Vowels ı, o, ö and ü. 
     

 
1111. /ı/ is an unrounded /u/.You can produce the /ı/ sound by unrounding your lips as you continue saying /u/.  

 It is similar to the ‘schwa’ sound in the second syllable of butcher or carrot. Say ulu, ılı ‘Almighty, get tepid’. 

 

1112. The /o/ sound is more like the /o/ in boy or joy without the final /ı/ sound. Or we can say it is the /o/ in more or 
small, but only shorter. Say more, and then say Turkish word mor ‘purple’.  

 

1113. /ö/ is a rounded /e/. You can produce the /ö/ sound by rounding your lips as you continue saying /e/.  

 Say el, öl ‘hand (n), die (v)’. 

 

1114. /ü/ is a rounded /i/. You can produce the /ü/ sound by rounding your lips as you continue saying /i/.  

 Say iç, üç ‘drink (v), three’.  
  

  

 Consonant ğ.    

 
The consonant ğ (yumuşak ‘soft’ ge) has no pronunciation itself. It behaves differently depending on the 

environment it appears. 

 

When ğ appears:   

 

1111.  at the end of a syllable, it usually lengthens the preceding vowel:  

 

dağ   /da:/             mountain     sağlık  /sa:lık/  health    

  oğlan /o:lan/ boy  öğrenci    /ö:renci/        student  

çığlık        /çı:lık/ scream (n)  Göktuğ    /Göktu:/        (a boy name) 

düğme /dü:me/ button (n)  Muğla  /mu:la/  (a city in Turkey)  
  

1112. between two e’s (eğe), or between e and i (eği/iğe), it is usually pronounced as y: 

 

 eğer       /eyer/ if  değer     /deyer/       value (n) 

değil      /deyil/ not   diğer    /diyer/    other 

  

1113. between the vowels other than e and i, it usually remains silent: 
 

 ağustos  /austos/ August    göğüs      /göüs/    chest 

soğan     /soan/    onion  yoğurt /yourt/   yogurt  

If the vowels are identical, they are pronounced as one vowel, lengthening the sound: 
 

ağaç      /a:ç/         tree  kuğu      /ku:/        swan (n)  
 

Note that no words in Turkish begin with ğ. 
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  6  Vowel harmony. 
 
Vowel harmony ‘ünlü/sesli uyumu’  applies to vowels in suffixes. When a suffix is added to a word, its vowel 

changes depending on the last vowel in the word. The rule of vowel harmony is based on part of the tongue 

involved in producing a vowel. Accordingly, vowels can be divided into two groups: 

 

 Front vowels: e i ö ü   

 Back vowels: a ı o u   

 

Look at the adjective forming suffix in these examples: 
   

 bilimsel scientific kimyasal chemical 

 evrensel universal mantıksal logical   
   

As can be seen, the suffix harmonizes with the front vowels (e and i) as -sel, and it harmonizes with the back 

vowels (a and ı) as -sal. 

 

However, not all suffixes harmonize in the same way as the adjective suffix -sel/-sal. There are two rules of vowel 

harmony, which we may call 2-fold vowel harmony and 4-fold vowel harmony. 
            

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 2-fold vowel harmony. 

 
2-fold vowel harmony table: 

 
  Front vowels  Back vowels   
 

  Last vowel in the word e i ö ü  a ı o u 

  The vowel of the suffix e  a 

 
As shown in the table, the suffix takes e after the front vowels and a after the back vowels.  

 

Suffixes that follow the rule of 2-fold vowel harmony can be printed with e or a. We will print them with e, and as 

a reminder of the rule of 2-fold we will put the sign 2f as in -sel 2f and -le 2f.     

 

Here are more examples of the adjective suffix -sel 2f
  : 

 

  görsel visual duygusal emotional 

 içgüdüsel instinctive   yaşamsal vital 

 

Look also at the verb suffix -le 2f in the following examples:  

 

 özetle summarize alkışla applaud 

 etkile affect; impress   ucuzla   get cheap
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1  NOUN FORMING SUFFIXES 

 

 

.1  Noun-to-noun forming suffixes. 
 
 

 

    .1.  -c/çi  
4f.  

 
This suffix means someone who: 
 

1111. does something as a job or profession, or specializes in a particular science, art etc. 

 
 noun              noun  

 

iş  work     →    işçi    worker, workman 

fırın 1             baker’s/bakery    →      fırıncı   baker 

aş 2        →      aşçı   cook  

şarkı  song    →      şarkıcı    singer 

dans dance  →    dansçı   dancer 

deniz sea  →    denizci   seaman, sailor 

idare management  →    idareci   manager 

program program  →    programcı   programmer 

tesisat plumbing  →    tesisatçı   plumber 

taksi taxi  →    taksici   taxi driver 

 futbol  football     →    futbolcu    footballer  

moda 3 fashion  →    modacı   fashion designer 

 basketbol basketball   →    basketbolcu  basketball player 

 
gazete  newspaper        →       gazeteci   journalist 

diş  tooth    →    dişçi 4   dentist 

iktisat economics    →       iktisatçı   economist 

roman 5 novel  →    romancı   novelist 

eğitim  education    →    eğitimci    educationalist 

kimya  chemistry    →    kimyacı 6   chemist  

sanayi industry  →    sanayici   industrialist 

sanat art  →    sanatçı   artist (sb who produces art)

1 also means oven. 
 

 

2  is a generic name for all sorts 

of cooked food.  

Learn also this word:  

aşevi  ‘soup kitchen’. 
 

3 is also an adjective: 

fashionable, trendy. 
 

 

4 =diş hekimi (formal).  

Hekim means doctor. 
 

5  is also a proper name: 

Romany (=gypsy). 
 

6  is a scientist who specializes 

in the field of chemistry.  
 

The Turkish word for 
chemist/pharmacist is eczacı. 

 

Learn also these words: 
 

eczane 

chemist’s/drugstore 
 

ilaç 

medicine 
 

ecza dolabı 

medicine chest/cabinet 
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.2  Verb-to-noun forming suffixes. 

 
 
In a dictionary Turkish verbs appear with the ending -mek or -mak. When you look a verb up in a dictionary, 

remember to add -mek/-mak to the verb root as in dinlemek and konuşmak. In the lists below we will remove  

-mek/-mak.  

 
In general, verb-to-noun forming suffixes denote action, result, process or state.  
 
 

.1.  -g/kin  
4f. 

 

 verb      noun 
 

 yan burn (intr) →     yangın fire 

 soy rob  →     soygun robbery 

 sal set free →     salgın epidemic 

 bas raid  →     baskın raid 

 boz ruin  →     bozgun rout 

 

 yetiş grow up →     yetişkin adult 

 bil know →     bilgin scholar 

 sür exile →     sürgün 1 exile 

 gez    →     gezgin 2    

 çap   →     çapkın 3 

 
.2.  -g/ken  

2f.  
 

   

 verb                 noun   

  
  değiş change (intr)   →    değişken  variable  

  et  make, do   →    etken  factor 

  ilet conduct (electricity/heat)   →    iletken conductor  

  yalıt insulate   →    yalıtkan  insulator 

 

  sürün     crawl   →    sürüngen 4 reptile 

  kemir gnaw   →    kemirgen rodent 

  er mature   →    ergen  adolescent 

 saldır attack, assail →    saldırgan  attacker, assailant 

1 refers to both state and person. 
 

 

2 is someone who travels independently to a lot of 

different areas, like Marco Polo and Evliya Çelebi 

in the past, or like backpackers of today. Gez 

means to travel. It also means to walk for pleasure 
and spend time in a public place. 

 

3 is a man who seduces or attempts to seduce 

women, without intending to have any serious 

relationships. Çap means to go fast, or to gallop (tr) 

in Middle Turkish. Thus, çapkın means one that 

goes/runs fast in Middle Turkish.  
In Modern Turkish çap is not used, but there is a 

homonymic noun, which means diameter. 

 
 

 

4  is also used informally for 

people who are unpleasant 

or cannot be trusted, just 

like in English. 
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2  ADJECTIVE FORMING SUFFIXES 

 

 

.1  Noun-to-adjective forming suffixes. 

 
.1.  -li  

4f. 
 
This suffix means:   

 

1111. having (the quality of), characterized by, or full of.    
 

 noun      adjective 
 

 yarar   use →       yararlı    useful 

 zarar   harm →       zararlı    harmful 

 saygı   respect →       saygılı    respectful 

 düşünce    thought →       düşünceli   considerate/thoughtful 

 başarı  success →       başarılı   successful 

 yetenek  skill →       yetenekli   skilful 

 dikkat  care →       dikkatli 1   careful 

 neşe  cheer →     neşeli   cheerful 

 ümit/umut hope →       ümitli/umutlu  hopeful 

  
          bilinç consciousness →       bilinçli conscious (concerned) 

 tehlike  danger →       tehlikeli  dangerous 

 endişe  anxiety →       endişeli   anxious 

 tedbir  caution →       tedbirli   cautious 

 ün  fame →       ünlü   famous 

   

           bilgi knowledge            →       bilgili   knowledgeable 

          anlayış  understanding  →       anlayışlı   understanding 

 onur   self-respect →       onurlu    self-respecting 

 heyecan  excitement →       heyecanlı 2  excited; exciting 

 değer         value →       değerli    valuable

1
 NOT dikkatlı. 

 

Click for the exceptions to 

the rule of vowel harmony.  
 

 

2 We also use  

heyecan verici for exciting.  
 

Learn also the equivalents 

of these English   

-ed and -ing pairs: 
 

 

        tired  yorgun 

        tiring  yorucu 
 

     worried  endişeli 

 worrying   endişe verici 
 

 annoyed  sinirli

 annoying  sinir bozucu 
 

For some -ed ending 
adjectives we use verbs: 

 

             bored   sıkıl 

          boring   sıkıcı 
 

     surprised  şaşır 
     surprising  şaşırtıcı 
 

   frightened   kork 
  frightening   korkutucu 
 

We use such verbs in the 

past tense when talking 

about how we are feeling. 
 

     Sıkıldım.  I’m bored. 
 Şaşırdım. I’m surprised. 

Korktum. I’m frightened. 
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.3.  -î.  

 

 

This suffix is pronounced the same as the vowel i, but only longer. It does not undergo vowel harmony. It means of 
or related to. 
 

 noun          adjective 
 
 asker soldier  →    askerî  military 

 meslek job, profession →    meslekî  professional 

 beden body  →    bedenî  bodily, physical 

 tarih history  →    tarihî  historic, historical 1 

 fert individual  →    fert/dî  individual 

 din religion →    dinî 2  religious 

 ruh spirit, soul →     ruhî  spiritual 

 hayal imagination →    hayalî  imaginary    

 maden mine  →    madenî  metallic 

 mal property →    malî  financial 

 şeytan Satan →    şeytanî  satanic, devilish 

 hukuk law  →    hukukî  legal; judicial 

 ahlâk morals →    ahlâkî  moral  

 yaban wild  →    yabanî  wild 

 insan human →    insanî  humane 

 tahmin estimate →    tahminî  approximate 

 İlah god  →    ilahî  divine 

 siyah black →    siyahî (n; adj) 3 Black  

 

Notice the spelling of the following adjectives: 

 
 noun              adjective 

 

 millet nation →    millî  national 

 siyaset politics →    siyasî  political 

 ticaret commerce →    ticarî  commercial 

 ziraat agriculture →    ziraî  agricultural 

 coğrafya geography →    coğrafî  geographical 

 tıp medicine 4 →    tıbbî  medical 

 madde material →    maddî  material 

 mana spirit  →    manevî  spiritual 

 aile family →    ailevî  familial  

 3 is used for people only. 
 

Learn also these colours in -î: 
 

 kurşunî  lead coloured  

 kuzgunî  raven black 
 patlıcanî  eggplant coloured 

  limonî  lemon yellow 
 

Limonî  
is also used for a relationship 

or friendship that turns or 
goes sour. 

 

Note that 

none of the final vowels in the 
bases above is long. 

 

 1 We use the same adjective 

form for English -ic and -ical 

pairs:  
 

     classic(al)   klasik 
 economic(al) ekonomik

 comic(al) komik 

 2 Remember that  

in some words -î causes the 

preceding vowels to be 

lengthened. 
 

Click for the pronunciation 

guide. 

 4  = the treatment and study 

of illnesses and injuries. 
 

A substance used for treating 

illness is ilaç. 
 

Learn also these phrases: 
 

geleneksel/modern/alternatif 
tıp 

traditional/modern/alternative 

medicine 
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3  VERB FORMING SUFFIXES 

 
Turkish verbs appear with the ending -mek or -mak in a dictionary: 
 

 dinlemek to listen konuşmak         to speak 

 bilmek to know anlamak  to understand 

 
In the lists below we omit these endings. 

 

.1  Noun/Adjective-to-verb forming suffixes. 

 
.1.  -le 

2f. 
 

This is a very productive suffix. Its meaning is not always guessable from the base noun or adjective, but it usually 

means make, become, get, produce, provide with, with an object, or using an object. It can be added to nouns, 
adjectives and onomatopoeic words.  

  
 noun verb 
  

ek     addition →   ekle   add     

hesap     calculation →   hesapla   calculate 

imza     signature →   imzala   sign 

alkış  applause →   alkışla  applaud, clap 

yol  road; way →   yolla  send  

özet  summary →   özetle summarize 

bıçak knife →   bıçakla stab, knife 

 

engel obstacle →   engelle obstruct, block 

 etki          effect →    etkile affect; impress 

 baş  beginning →   başla  begin 

büyü magic →   büyüle enchant 

sorgu  interrogation →   sorgula interrogate, question 

hatır     memory, mind →   hatırla   remember  

ispat    proof →   ispatla  prove 

koku  smell, scent →   kokla 1  smell, sniff 

yumurta  egg →   yumurtla 2 lay eggs  

 sızı  ache →   sızla 3 ache, hurt  

1, 2, 3  the final  

vowels (u, a and ı) in 

the nouns are omitted.  
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APPENDIX D   GLOSSARY OF ENGLISH-TURKISH COGNATES 

 
Cognates are words that have a similar spelling, pronunciation, and meaning across two languages. Some English 

words exist in Turkish only in the meaning given, or the word class shown. English accent (n), for example, exists 
in Turkish only as a noun and not as a verb, or acid (n) exists only as a noun and not as an adjective. And some 

words in the two languages sound similar but differ in meaning (false or semi-false cognates). Such cognates are 

referred and their Turkish meanings are provided. 

 
In preparing this glossary, 3000 core (basic) English words has been taken as a reference. There may be some other 

words that can be added.  

 

..........................................A......................................      ___. 

academy       akademi 

academic (adj)       akademik 1  

accent (n)      aksan 

acid (n)       asit 

action (n)      aksiyon 

active        aktif 

actor         aktör 2 

actress       aktris 

adaptation       adaptasyon 

address (details of a place)    adres 

advantage      avantaj 

alarm (of burglary, fire etc)     alarm 3 

album        albüm 4 

alcohol        alkol 

alcoholic (n)       alkolik 5 

alphabet      alfabe 

alternative       alternatif 

amateur      amatör 

ambulance       ambulans 

analysis      analiz 

anti-         anti- 6 

antibiotic      antibiyotik 

antidemocratic      antidemokratik 

antipathy, antipathetic     antipati, antipatik 

arena        arena 

1 Its noun form is akademisyen. 
 

 
 

2 is used for males only. We use the 

word oyuncu for both male and 

female performers. 
 

3 Learn also these compounds: 
 

            hırsız alarmı    burglar alarm 

        yangın alarmı    fire alarm 

       araba alarmı  car alarm 
 

   4
  Learn also these compounds: 

 

fotoğraf albümü 
çıkış (debut) albümü 

 

5 Its adjective form is alkollü: 
 

 

alkollü içecekler       alcoholic drinks 
 

 

 

6 In Turkish, apart from the prefixes 

we use to intensify adjectives (click 
for the examples), there are one or two 

prefixes, of Arabic or Persian origin.  
 

The most common one is gayri-. It is 

used with both adjectives and nouns, 
and it usually corresponds to English 

un-, im-, non- and the like: 
 

 

    gayriresmî  unofficial, informal 

 gayrimeşru unlawful 

 gayriahlâkî immoral 

 gayriinsanî inhumane 

 gayrimüslim non-Muslim 

  gayrimenkul immovable property 
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.......................................... C................................ .......  

cable (wire)      kablo 

cacao       kakao 

café       kafe  

camera (for making films, TV programmes)  kamera 1 

camp (n)      kamp 2  

campaign (n)      kampanya 

campus       kampüs (=yerleşke) 

cancer       kanser 

canteen (in a school, factory etc)   kantin 

capacity      kapasite 

captain (sailor; team leader)    kaptan 3 

caravan (=trailer)     karavan 4 

carbohydrate      karbonhidrat 

carbon       karbon 

card (n)       kart 

career (n)      kariyer 

carnival       karnaval 

catalogue/catalog     katalog 

category       kategori 

Catholic       Katolik 

centimetre/centimeter      santimetre 5 

ceremony       seremoni 

champion (n)       şampiyon 

channel (n)      kanal 

chaos       kaos 

character       karakter 

chemistry      kimya 

chocolate      çikolata 

chorus (n)       koro 

Christian        Hıristiyan 

cigarette      sigara 6 

cinema        sinema 

civil (not part of the military or gov.)    sivil 7 

classic (n; adj); classical    klasik   

clinic       klinik

 

1 We use fotoğraf makinesi for 

camera used for taking 

photographs. 
 

2 It may collocate with these 

verbs: 
  

   kamp yapmak   to camp 

 kampa gitmek  to go camping 
     kamp kurmak  to set up camp 

 

And it may form compounds with 

these nouns: 
 

           yaz kampı summer camp 

   eğitim kampı  training camp  

  mülteci kampı     refugee camp  
  

      kamp ateşi camp fire 

       kamp yatağı camp bed 
  

 

3  We use yüzbaşı for captain the 

military officer. 
 

 

 

4 We use kervan for a group of 

people who travel together, 

especially through a desert. 
 

 

5 The written abbreviation of 

santimetre is the same as that of 
centimetre: cm 

 

 

6 We use it with the verb iç 

‘drink’: 
 

sigara içmek     to smoke 
 

 

7 We use it also for civilian. 
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.APPENDIX E  EVERYDAY EXPRESSIONS AND PLEASANTRIES 

 

We will group the most common everyday expressions and pleasantries according to the structures in which 

they appear. 
 

Everyday expressions and pleasantries: 
 

AAA. in the plural suffix -ler or -lar: 

 
 İyi sabahlar (=günaydın).  Good morning. 

 İyi günler.   Good afternoon; Have a good day. 

 İyi akşamlar.  Good evening. 

 İyi geceler .  Good night. 

 

 İyi eğlenceler.  Have a good time, enjoy yourself. 

 İyi tatiller.   Have a good holiday/vacation. 

 İyi yolculuklar.  Have a good journey/trip. 

 İyi dersler.  Have a good lesson/class (said by students/teachers to each other   

     before the lesson/class). 

 Hayırlı işler.  used to say goodbye to shopkeepers when you are leaving, 

      lit have good business. 

 Tebrikler .   Congrats. 

 Teşekkürler.  Thanks. 

 Başarılar .   Good luck/Best of luck. 

 

AAB. in the simple present tense: 

 
 Teşekkür ederim.  Thank you. 

 Rica ederim./Bir şey değil.  You’re welcome./Don’t mention it. 

Özür dilerim.  I’m sorry/I apologize. 

Affedersiniz.  1. I beg your pardon/Excuse me. 

  2. Excuse me (used to get someone’s attention politely). 

Sorun/Önemli değil.  No problem/That’s OK (said in response to özür dilerim, or affedersiniz #1). 

Bakar mısınız? = affedersiniz #2.  

Memnun olurum./Sevinirim. I will be glad/pleased. 

Mutluluklar/başarılar dilerim. Wish you happiness/luck. 

Tebrik ederim./Kutlarım. Congratulations. 

Yemin ederim. I swear to God. 

(Yarın/Sonra) Görüşürüz.  See you (tomorrow/later).

      tense 

 
 

 
 

 

      person  
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